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Automated alignment
keeps Z machine on target
DAVID E. BLISS and BEDA ESPINOZA

An “earthquake” ripples over a high
desert mesa near Albuquerque, NM.
The Z machine at Sandia National
Laboratories has just fired. For an instant in time, huge electrical currents
flow through the pulsed-power machine, generating crushing magnetic
fields (see Fig. 1). At its center, a thimblesized array of thin wires, each one-tenth
the diameter of a human hair, vaporizes,
implodes on itself, and heats up. Temperatures rise in excess of 2 billion degrees Celsius—hotter than the interior
of the sun. X-rays emitted by
the extreme plasma compress
a small capsule, generating
nuclear fusion reactions and
releasing neutrons.1 Extreme
forces rip apart the center of
the machine.
By the next day, the
machine’s center is rebuilt

Z machine
The Z machine is the world’s most
powerful and most efficient (15%) laboratory x-ray source.3 With its ability to generate high-energy and highdensity conditions, Z supports a wide
range of science campaigns for the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) via the measurement of material properties, radiation transport, and
complex hydrodynamics. Experiments
at Z in support of Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) assess target design and
x-ray shielding concepts, and validate
computer models.
The Z machine functions as a current source, uniquely able to deliver 26
MA to a load. Magnetic fields, which
do the work at the load, can exceed

FIGURE 1. Huge electrical
currents generate arcs and
sparks on the Z machine
at Sandia National Labs.
The bright objects in the
foreground are the laser
triggered gas switches.
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and new hardware
installed for another
experiment—a flyerplate load. This time,
the magnetic field
will accelerate a solid
chunk of material
from zero to 92,000 mph in 200 ns,
faster than the earth moves around
the sun.2 The acceleration is mindboggling, more than 10 giga g. The
impact of the flyer-plate will be used
to understand material dynamics during shock compression. A loudspeaker
announces “80 kV charge complete.
Arming to fire.” BOOM, the flyer
plate is launched. Ironically, the experiment is long over before the boom
is ever heard. Another “earthquake”
rattles the buildings.

Computer-controlled motorized mirror
mounts enable rapid realignment
of beam-steering optics between
discharges at Sandia National
Labs’ Z machine.
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FIGURE 2. Key components are highlighted in this cut-away view of the pulsed power
components on a pair of top and bottom modules. The associated electrical waveforms
are shown at bottom, illustrating the ~1000:1 compression of the power pulse from the 1 μs
output of the Marx capacitor bank to the 1 ns x-ray pulse.

Laser trigger
The laser trigger system (LTS) is based on
36 lasers, one for each module.4 Ultraviolet
(UV) light is required to efficiently break
down the SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride) gas and
create a laser spark. Commercially available frequency-quadrupled, Q-switched,
short-cavity Nd:YAG lasers are used. The
UV laser pulse is 30 mJ and 4 ns wide. Rapid
build-up times in the short cavity result in
measured rms jitter of less than 0.2 ns.
The gas switches and associated energy
storage capacitors are submerged in a
tank containing about 600,000 gallons of
insulating transformer oil while the pulseforming components sit in a similar volume of deionized water. The laser beam
must be delivered through an oil-tight
beamline. The lasers are mounted in the
basement of Z on nine vertical Newport

The 36 individual
modules that comprise
the Z machine must be
synchronized to produce
the desired electrical
waveform.

100 MGauss. Z is based on pulsed components.
Whether driving a wire array load to
power technology—a series of capacitors, switches, and transmission lines is produce x-rays or a flyer-plate load to
configured in a module to compress elec- study dynamic material properties, the
trical energy in both space and time (see 36 individual modules that comprise the
Fig. 2). The high currents are achieved by Z machine must be synchronized to pro- optical tables. Each table delivers four laser
connecting in parallel 36 of these nearly duce the desired electrical waveform. At beams through the tank floor into an oilidentical pulsed power modules. Sitting in the heart of the machine, 36 large, laser- tight tower. Each vertical optical table is
a tank 108 ft in diameter and 20 ft deep, triggered gas-filled switches control firing mounted on a floating concrete pile that
the Z machine occupies the volume of the modules. They are the last actively isolates it from much of the seismic shock
controlled elements in the pulsed power coupled into the building. Above the lasers,
two Olympic-size swimming pools.
the metal floor of the oil tank shields the
Timing jitter and electrical pulse shape chain (see Fig. 3).
electronics from the EMP proare controlled by laser-triggered
duced by Z. From inside the
gas switches. Timing drift of a
tower in the oil tank, the laser
switch is corrected by adjusting
beam must be transported
the laser’s fire time. Arbitrary
across 5 MV to the inner conpulse shapes can be created by
ductor and gas switch. Teflon
shifting the trigger time of inditubes pressurized with SF6 are
vidual modules to build up the
overall pulse. An operational
used to cross over the highchallenge is to operate 36 lasers
voltage region (see Fig. 4).
in this harsh, high-energy enviFIGURE 3. In the laser-triggered gas switch, a focused laser beam
ronment where mechanical
System alignment
is responsible for generating a small spark about the size of a
shock can misalign laser sys- sewing needle. At the ends of the laser spark, enhanced electric
Six mirrors steer the laser beam
tems and optics, and electromag- fields cause breakdown of the SF gas and multiple arcs propagate around pulsed power compo6
netic pulse (EMP) effects, water, along the switch backbone. When an arc reaches the far electrode
nents and into the switch. Reof
the
switch,
about
1
m
away,
the
switch
is
shorted
and
“turns
on.”
and oil vapors will degrade
flective targets are placed on or
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laser light. Two key tem evaluates how bright the laser spark
benefits of using is in the switch under oil. Alignment of
Laser crossover
green leakage light all 36 lasers in the switches takes the LTS
I-store
tube
are that no UV light operator about 10 minutes facilitating an
need be sacrificed for aggressive experimental schedule.
This laser trigger system for the Z
alignment images
(allowing all the UV machine has been built from commerenergy to be used to cial off the shelf (COTS) components.
Laser can
trigger the switch), The Nd:YAG lasers have proven durable,
Switch
and that chromat- easily swapped out for maintenance. Fast
ic aberrations in realignment of the optical path is made
the beam expand- possible with the remotely controlled
Focusing lens
Oil-water
er cause the green adjustable mirror mounts. The modular
PFL
barrier
beam to diverge and design has improved performance while
flood-illuminate the minimizing maintenance downtime. In
FIGURE 4. From optical tables in the basement of Z, laser beams
the ongoing quest for fusion energy with
are delivered to the laser gas switch mounted in oil for shielding the targets.
electronics from electromagnetic pulse effects.
Flood illumina- large experimental facilities like Z and
tion is important NIF, stable and smoothly functioning
behind the various optics along the optical because when seismic shock causes the subsystems enable scientists to focus on
path to aid with beam alignment (see Fig. pulsed power components to shift and experiments without being distracted by
5). Targets with different shapes identify the LTS is misaligned, a larger beam is facility operations.
the specific optic. Green second-harmon- easier to find for realignment of the taric light leaking from the laser illuminates gets. Also, a wider beam provides more REFERENCES
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Mirrors that are partially reflective in the the LTS alignment by acquiring video
green are used in front of targets, allowing images, controlling laser output, reading David E. Bliss is a staff scientist at Sandia
Nation Laboratories, Z-Backlighter Laser
some green through to the target. A par- photodiode times, and positioning the Facility, Albuquerque, NM, and Beda
tially reflective turning mirror is also used 30 nm resolution New Focus Picomotor Espinoza is senior manager, product
in front of the alignment camera, allowing mirror mounts. These mounts have marketing–motion at Newport Corp. in Irvine,
CA; e-mail beda.espinoza@newport.com;
it to look down the optical axis of the sys- proven to be stable and hold position
www.newport.com.
tem. A 532 nm notch filter ensures that the even through the “earthquakes.” An
CCD camera is sensitive only to the green optical-fiber-based light collection sys-

